The Surflex Bumpcap is a revolutionary step forward in
head protection. The removable ergonomic protective
shell composed of ABS polyvac provides maximum
safety and comfort using stabilizers, anti shock foam
cushioning, ventilation points and an anti sweat band.
The light weight machine washable nylon shell with
large side ventilation panels provides optimum comfort,
with an adjustable Velcro strap for easy adjustment.
Retroreflective tape on the bill, side panels and rear
strap provide 360 degree night visibility.

All Season - 5cm

LED - 5cm

The available integrated Ultra-bright LED lights with a
brim switch replaces the need for bulky headlamps
without sacrificing any comfort or safety features.

Baseball - 7cm

Short Peak - 3cm

Safety:

Esthetics& Design:

Comfort :

Can be combined with other Personal
Protective Equipment
Easily adjustable using the Velcro system
Retroreflective silver band on the peak, side
and back
3 or 5 cm short peak for maximum
visibility

Innovative and fashion Design
Available in 2 high visibility colours,
Fluorescent yellow and orange.
Large selection of available colours in stock:
Navy, Grey, Black, Red,
Personalize your caps with custom
embroidered logos from 20 pcs

Light weight: 170g.
Large ventilation side panels and an
anti sweatband provide optimum comfort
External fabric:100% nylon, machine
washable
One size: 56-64 cm

The Air+ Bump Cap offers all the protection of the All
Season Surflex Bump Cap, with added comfort thanks
to the larger mesh ventilation panels at the side, and
space for earmuff hearing protection. The short visor
allows for increased peripheral vision.
Personalize your caps using custom embroidery & heat
transfers. Branding your caps increases consumer
awareness of your company and integrates seamlessly
into your corporate uniform program.

Our ultimate cold weather
head protection.
Designed with the harshest
environments in mind to
keep you safe from low
temperatures and high winds.
The Chapka offers all the
protection of the Surflex
Bump Cap.

With a Polar fleece lining offering greater comfort
and warmth, larger reflective bands guarantying
maximum visibility at night and fold back ear muffs
for protection against the cold

With an extended
360 brim and
mesh neck
protection, the Bob
offers all the
protection of the
Surflex Bump Cap
while providing shade
from the sun.

To order Surflex Bump caps, please contact your local Bon-Mar Safety Division representative, or call direct at
1-800-363-2993, or by email at safety@bon-mar.com, or visit us on the web at www.surflex.ca
Disclaimer
The Surflex Bumpcap does not replace a hardhat, and should only be used in areas and instances where falling object hazards do not exist. High impact to the
crown may result in injury. Please consult a sales rep to identify the best solution for you.
This information corresponds to our current knowledge on the subject. It is offered solely to provide possible suggestions for your own experimentations. It is not
intended, however, to substitute for any testing you may need to conduct to determine for yourself the suitability of our products for your particular purposes.
This information may be subject to revision as new knowledge and experience becomes available. Since we cannot anticipate all variations in actual end-use
conditions, neither Surflex nor Bon-Mar Textiles Inc. make any warranties and assumes no liability in connection with any use of this information. Nothing in this
publication is to be considered as a license to operate under or a recommendation to infringe any patent right.

